
Our Case for Space
Let's get the disused space use for grassroots.



Pop-Up Brighton helps artists 
get free opportunities by 
putting on unusual events.

Exploring Senses run 
tech and hack 

workshops for all ages. 

Together we 
run a pop-up 
shop next to 
the i360 but it 
comes to an 
end soon and 
we are looking 
for a new 
home.



We believe that Brighton culture works as a 
layer cake with grassroots supporting the 
festivals and festivals supporting the 
corporations. However the funding and 
support seems to be distributed the other 
way leaving the grassroots struggling to 
survive in Brighton. 



We asked the local community

We decided to see if 
anyone else in Brighton 
was experiencing that 
problem. So we put 
together a facebook 
event for people that 
have issues with getting 
space in Brighton for 
their small business or 
creative use. With no 
promotion on the event 
page we saw an 
overwhelming response 
proving there was a real 
need for this.





- Affordable space - permanent shared community locations, 
meanwhile and pop-up’s 

- Spaces for more than art, a community kitchen, events, 
office and storage etc

- Fully licensed for food, drink, music for all events
- Shared space to work with community & other start-ups and 

freelancers.

Our Group Sessions Notes (what grassroots want)



A Case of Space that Works
Lambeth Council asked 
the community to 
propose ideas for a 
positive meanwhile 
space. Pop Brixton is 
free space for the 
community to use. Any 
community event held 
they won't be charged 
for the space but still 
holding corporate 
events to make profit. 

The rent on the 
permanent stalls are on 
a tier system. Starting 
off with creative projects 
which have the lowest  
rent. The food have 
medium rent and drink 
have the highest rent.



Here are some areas we’ve highlighted as potential spaces for a community multi purpose venue. 
Black Rock & empty lots in the North Lanie for shipping containers. Madeira Terraces. Empty shops. 



Our Case for Space

Brighton is built upon a thriving independent 
culture, but it could lose its edge if there 

is no availability for affordable space.


